Aquatics Center Dress Code

All patrons must have on swimwear. The type of swimwear is up to the discretion of the individual. The is a diverse and global community with different ideas of modesty. Everyone must be appropriately covered at all times.

**Allowed Clothing:**
- Any article of clothing that was designed for swim use that is chlorine proof and colorfast
- One piece bathing suit
- Two piece bathing suit
- Swim shorts
- Swim skirts
- Swim trunks
- Swim shirts
- Full body swim suit
- Wet suit
- Water shoes

**Not Allowed Clothing:**
- Underwear
- Sport bras
- Cotton clothing
- Jeans
- Gym shorts, cut offs
- Jackets
- T-shirts
- Land shoes
- Socks
- See-through bathing suits when wet
- Clothing with buttons or zippers
- Any type of street clothes

**Self-Assessment of attire......it is not allowed if:**
- You would wear your attire to the gym, during land sports or running
- Your swim trunks have no netting/lining
- You wear underwear with your swim trunks
- Your spandex can be used for land sports
- It is purchased in the underwear department

**You will be asked to change or leave if:**
- You are in unacceptable swimwear
- You have been wearing your swimwear for land exercising immediately prior to pool use
- You are wearing anything cotton
- You are not appropriately covered

Visit rit.edu/fitnessrecreation for more information.